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Summary Information
Repository: Northeast Archives of Folklore and Oral History











Audio files are the primary source material. Transcriptions are
the transcriber's best effort to convert audio to text, but should
be considered secondary to the audio.
Preferred Citation
NA2596, MF111, NAFOH. Raymond H. Fogler Library Special Collections Department,
University of Maine, Orono, Maine.
^ Return to Table of Contents
Scope and Contents
The recordings were of a folk music concert program called "Folksongs in February" which was
held at the University of Maine in February, 1977.
^ Return to Table of Contents
Arrangement
Note: While most of the collection is digitized (see below) there are 14 cassette tapes that have
not been.
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Folksongs in February Collection
NA2596 David Mallett, David Ingraham, Charlie Nevells, Larry Kaplan, Edward D. "Sandy"
Ives, Kendall Morse, Margaret MacArthur, Norman Kennedy, Louis and Sally Killen, Yodeling
Slim Clark, Charlotte Cormier, Sparky Rucker, Sandy and Caroline Paton, Hazel Dickens,
Tim Woodbridge, Joe Hickerson, Debby McClatchy, Gordon Bok, Sean Corcoran, Bill Shute
and Lisa Null, by Maine Folklife Center, February, 1977, Orono, Maine. Recordings of a folk
music concert program called "Folksongs in February" held at the University of Maine in
February, 1977. Accession includes 8 black & white contact sheets of 35 mm photos of the
performances. Text: 36 pp. index and copies of photos. Recordings: mfc_na2596_cd0407_01
- mfc_na2596_cd0419_12 721 minutes (12 hours). Photographs: P00880, P00881, P01114 -
P01399.
^ Return to Table of Contents
Administrative Information
Publication Statement
Northeast Archives of Folklore and Oral History





For digitized items free from access restrictions, we are working to upload this material
(pdfs, mp3s, jpgs) for public access, but it is an ongoing project. If you don't find what you
are looking for here, contact Special Collections (um.library.spc@maine.edu).
Conditions Governing Use
Rights assessment remains the responsibility of the researcher. No known restrictions on
material.
Existence and Location of Originals
Located at the American Folklife Center at the Library of Congress: AFC 2012/047 https://
lccn.loc.gov/2013655211.
^ Return to Table of Contents
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MF 111, Collection Summary
Physical Description: 1 item 
Title/Description Instances
MF 111, text, undated
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: MF 111, text
Text MF
111
MF 111, Collection Summary, undated
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: MF 111, Collection Summary
Text MF
111
NA 2596, catalog, September 28, 2017
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, catalog
Text MF
111
^ Return to Table of Contents
Folklore in February, audio recordings






NA 2596, audio, cd407, part 1, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
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Abstract: Gale Huntington's music, introduced by Sandy
Ives and Lisa Null
Controlled Access Headings:
• Ives, Edward D.
• Null, Lisa
NA 2596, audio, cd407, part 2, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd407, part 2





NA 2596, audio, cd407, part 3, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd407, part 3
Abstract: I Was Once a Sailor, performed by Lisa Null
Audio NA
2596
NA 2596, audio, cd407, part 4, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd407, part 4






NA 2596, audio, cd407, part 5, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd407, part 5
Abstract: Just Before the Battle, introduced by Kendall
Morse
Controlled Access Headings:
• Morse, Kendall E., 1934-2021
Audio NA
2596
NA 2596, audio, cd407, part 6, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd407, part 6
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• Morse, Kendall E., 1934-2021
NA 2596, audio, cd407, part 7, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd407, part 7





NA 2596, audio, cd407, part 9, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd407, part 9






NA 2596, audio, cd407, part 10, February 11, 1977-
February 12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd407, part 10






NA 2596, audio, cd407, part 11, February 11, 1977-
February 12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd407, part 11
Abstract: History of Collecting Folklore and Folksongs in
the United States, lecture by Joseph C. Hickerson
Controlled Access Headings:
• Hickerson, Joseph C. (Joseph Charles), 1935-
Audio NA
2596
NA 2596, audio, cd407, part 12, February 11, 1977-
February 12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Abstract: History of Collecting Folklore and Folksongs in
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Restricted Content
As of February 3, 2021, Fogler Library Special
Collections will refrain from publicly posting all
Wabanaki related materials in the Northeast Archives
of Folklore and Oral History collection until we
have input from the Penobscot Nation, based on
the Memorandum of Understanding Between the
Penobscot Nation and the University of Maine System,
University of Maine (Orono).
Controlled Access Headings:
• Fewkes, Jesse Walter, 1850-1930.
• Hickerson, Joseph C. (Joseph Charles), 1935-
NA 2596, audio, cd407, part 13, February 11, 1977-
February 12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Abstract: History of Collecting Folklore and Folksongs in
the United States, lecture by Joseph C. Hickerson
Restricted Content:
Restricted Content
As of February 3, 2021, Fogler Library Special
Collections will refrain from publicly posting all
Wabanaki related materials in the Northeast Archives
of Folklore and Oral History collection until we
have input from the Penobscot Nation, based on
the Memorandum of Understanding Between the
Penobscot Nation and the University of Maine System,
University of Maine (Orono).
Controlled Access Headings:
• Hickerson, Joseph C. (Joseph Charles), 1935-
Audio NA
2596
NA 2596, audio, cd407, part 14, February 11, 1977-
February 12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd407, part 14
Abstract: History of Collecting Folklore and Folksongs in
the United States, lecture by Joseph C. Hickerson
Controlled Access Headings:
• Hickerson, Joseph C. (Joseph Charles), 1935-
Audio NA
2596
NA 2596, audio, cd407, part 15, February 11, 1977-
February 12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd407, part 15
Abstract: History of Collecting Folklore and Folksongs in
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Controlled Access Headings:
• Hickerson, Joseph C. (Joseph Charles), 1935-
NA 2596, audio, cd407, part 16, February 11, 1977-
February 12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Abstract: History of Collecting Folklore and Folksongs in
the United States, lecture by Joseph C. Hickerson
Restricted Content:
Restricted Content
As of February 3, 2021, Fogler Library Special
Collections will refrain from publicly posting all
Wabanaki related materials in the Northeast Archives
of Folklore and Oral History collection until we
have input from the Penobscot Nation, based on
the Memorandum of Understanding Between the
Penobscot Nation and the University of Maine System,
University of Maine (Orono).
Controlled Access Headings:
• Hickerson, Joseph C. (Joseph Charles), 1935-
Audio NA
2596
NA 2596, audio, cd407, part 17, February 11, 1977-
February 12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd407, part 17
Abstract: History of Collecting Folklore and Folksongs in
the United States, lecture by Joseph C. Hickerson
Controlled Access Headings:
• Hickerson, Joseph C. (Joseph Charles), 1935-
Audio NA
2596
NA 2596, audio, cd407, part 18, February 11, 1977-
February 12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd407, part 18
Abstract: History of Collecting Folklore and Folksongs in
the United States, lecture by Joseph C. Hickerson
Controlled Access Headings:
• Hickerson, Joseph C. (Joseph Charles), 1935-
Audio NA
2596
NA 2596, audio, cd407, part 19, February 11, 1977-
February 12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd407, part 19
Abstract: History of Collecting Folklore and Folksongs in




Folksongs in February Collection
Controlled Access Headings:
• Hickerson, Joseph C. (Joseph Charles), 1935-
NA 2596, audio, cd407, part 20, February 11, 1977-
February 12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd407, part 20
Abstract: History of Collecting Folklore and Folksongs in
the United States, lecture by Joseph C. Hickerson
Controlled Access Headings:
• Hickerson, Joseph C. (Joseph Charles), 1935-
Audio NA
2596
NA 2596, audio, cd407, part 21, February 11, 1977-
February 12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd407, part 21
Abstract: History of Collecting Folklore and Folksongs in
the United States, lecture by Joseph C. Hickerson
Controlled Access Headings:
• Hickerson, Joseph C. (Joseph Charles), 1935-
Audio NA
2596
NA 2596, audio, cd408, part 1, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd408, part 1





NA 2596, audio, cd408, part 2, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd408, part 2






NA 2596, audio, cd408, part 3, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd408, part 3
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• Tibbetts, Susan
NA 2596, audio, cd408, part 4, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd408, part 4
Abstract: Story of meeting Fred Atwood, told by Margaret
MacArthur
Controlled Access Headings:
• MacArthur, Margaret, 1928-2006
Audio NA
2596
NA 2596, audio, cd408, part 5, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd408, part 5





NA 2596, audio, cd408, part 6, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd408, part 6
Abstract: List of Atwood songs, by Margaret MacArthur
Controlled Access Headings:
• MacArthur, Margaret, 1928-2006
Audio NA
2596
NA 2596, audio, cd408, part 7, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd408, part 7
Abstract: Rinordine, performed by Margaret MacArthur
Controlled Access Headings:
• MacArthur, Margaret, 1928-2006
Audio NA
2596
NA 2596, audio, cd408, part 8, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd408, part 8
Abstract: Rinordine, performed by Margaret MacArthur
Controlled Access Headings:
• MacArthur, Margaret, 1928-2006
Audio NA
2596





Folksongs in February Collection
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd408, part 9
Abstract: Helen Flanders and Elmer Barton, discussed by
Margaret MacArthur
Controlled Access Headings:
• MacArthur, Margaret, 1928-2006
NA 2596, audio, cd408, part 10, February 11, 1977-
February 12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd408, part 10
Abstract: Davy Crockett, performed by Margaret
MacArthur
Controlled Access Headings:
• MacArthur, Margaret, 1928-2006
Audio NA
2596
NA 2596, audio, cd408, part 11, February 11, 1977-
February 12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd408, part 11





NA 2596, audio, cd408, part 12, February 11, 1977-
February 12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd408, part 12





NA 2596, audio, cd408, part 13, February 11, 1977-
February 12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd408, part 13
Abstract: My Doney Gal, performed by Joseph C.
Hickerson
Controlled Access Headings:
• Hickerson, Joseph C. (Joseph Charles), 1935-
Audio NA
2596
NA 2596, audio, cd408, part 14, February 11, 1977-
February 12, 1977




Folksongs in February Collection
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd408, part 14
Abstract: Pretty Polly, performed by Joseph C. Hickerson
Controlled Access Headings:
• Hickerson, Joseph C. (Joseph Charles), 1935-
NA 2596, audio, cd408, part 15, February 11, 1977-
February 12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd408, part 15
Abstract: Wild River Crew is a Rough Old Crew (Moose
Turd Pie), performed by Joseph C. Hickerson
Controlled Access Headings:
• Hickerson, Joseph C. (Joseph Charles), 1935-
Audio NA
2596
NA 2596, audio, cd408, part 16, February 11, 1977-
February 12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd408, part 16
Abstract: The Last Will and Testament of Joe Hill,
performed by Joseph C. Hickerson
Controlled Access Headings:
• Hickerson, Joseph C. (Joseph Charles), 1935-
Audio NA
2596
NA 2596, audio, cd408, part 17, February 11, 1977-
February 12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd408, part 17





NA 2596, audio, cd409, part 1, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd409, part 1






NA 2596, audio, cd409, part 2, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
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Abstract: Introduction to the tradition of songmaking, by
Sandy Ives
Controlled Access Headings:
• Ives, Edward D.
NA 2596, audio, cd409, part 3, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd409, part 3
Abstract: About a Teamster in Jack MacDonald's Crew,
performed by Sandy Ives
Controlled Access Headings:
• Ives, Edward D.
Audio NA
2596
NA 2596, audio, cd409, part 4, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd409, part 4
Abstract: Explanation of memorial songs, by Sandy Ives
Controlled Access Headings:
• Ives, Edward D.
Audio NA
2596
NA 2596, audio, cd409, part 5, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd409, part 5





NA 2596, audio, cd409, part 6, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd409, part 6






NA 2596, audio, cd409, part 7, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd409, part 7




Folksongs in February Collection
Controlled Access Headings:
• Ives, Edward D.
NA 2596, audio, cd409, part 8, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd409, part 8
Abstract: We Don't See Ourselves Like Other Folks Do,





NA 2596, audio, cd409, part 9, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd409, part 9





NA 2596, audio, cd409, part 10, February 11, 1977-
February 12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd409, part 10






NA 2596, audio, cd409, part 11, February 11, 1977-
February 12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd409, part 11






NA 2596, audio, cd409, part 12, February 11, 1977-
February 12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd409, part 12
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• Ingraham, David
NA 2596, audio, cd409, part 13, February 11, 1977-
February 12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd409, part 13






NA 2596, audio, cd409, part 14, February 11, 1977-
February 12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd409, part 14





NA 2596, audio, cd409, part 15, February 11, 1977-
February 12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd409, part 15
Abstract: Yodelin' Slim Clark, introduced by Sandy Ives
Controlled Access Headings:
• Ives, Edward D.




NA 2596, audio, cd409, part 16, February 11, 1977-
February 12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd409, part 16
Abstract: My Calgary Home, performed by Yodelin' Slim
Clark
Controlled Access Headings:




NA 2596, audio, cd409, part 17, February 11, 1977-
February 12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd409, part 17





Folksongs in February Collection
• Ives, Edward D.
• Nevells, Charles
NA 2596, audio, cd409, part 18, February 11, 1977-
February 12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd409, part 18






NA 2596, audio, cd409, part 19, February 11, 1977-
February 12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd409, part 19






NA 2596, audio, cd409, part 20, February 11, 1977-
February 12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd409, part 20






NA 2596, audio, cd410, part 1, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd410, part 1






NA 2596, audio, cd410, part 2, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd410, part 2
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• Nevells, Charles
NA 2596, audio, cd410, part 3, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd410, part 3





NA 2596, audio, cd410, part 4, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd410, part 4
Abstract: Larry Kaplan, introduced by Sandy Ives
Controlled Access Headings:
• Ives, Edward D.
• Kaplan, Larry, (Folk singer)
Audio NA
2596
NA 2596, audio, cd410, part 5, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd410, part 5
Abstract: Old Zeb, performed by Larry Kaplan
Controlled Access Headings:
• Kaplan, Larry, (Folk singer)
Audio NA
2596
NA 2596, audio, cd410, part 6, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd410, part 6
Abstract: The Alice Wentworth, performed by Larry
Kaplan
Controlled Access Headings:
• Kaplan, Larry, (Folk singer)
Audio NA
2596
NA 2596, audio, cd410, part 7, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd410, part 7
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• Tibbetts, Susan
NA 2596, audio, cd410, part 8, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd410, part 8






NA 2596, audio, cd410, part 9, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd410, part 9
Abstract: Larry Kaplan, introduced by Susan Tibbetts
Controlled Access Headings:
• Tibbetts, Susan
• Kaplan, Larry, (Folk singer)
Audio NA
2596
NA 2596, audio, cd410, part 10, February 11, 1977-
February 12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd410, part 10
Abstract: Gale Huntington, discussed by Larry Kaplan
Controlled Access Headings:
• Kaplan, Larry, (Folk singer)
Audio NA
2596
NA 2596, audio, cd410, part 11, February 11, 1977-
February 12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd410, part 11
Abstract: Song for Gale, performed by Larry Kaplan
Controlled Access Headings:
• Kaplan, Larry, (Folk singer)
Audio NA
2596
NA 2596, audio, cd410, part 12, February 11, 1977-
February 12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd410, part 12
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• Kaplan, Larry, (Folk singer)
NA 2596, audio, cd410, part 13, February 11, 1977-
February 12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd410, part 13
Abstract: Dusty Tired Traveler, performed by Larry Kaplan
Controlled Access Headings:
• Kaplan, Larry, (Folk singer)
Audio NA
2596
NA 2596, audio, cd410, part 14, February 11, 1977-
February 12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd410, part 14
Abstract: Song for the Bowdoin, performed by Larry
Kaplan
Controlled Access Headings:
• Kaplan, Larry, (Folk singer)
Audio NA
2596
NA 2596, audio, cd410, part 15, February 11, 1977-
February 12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd410, part 15
Abstract: Yodelin' Slim Clark, introduced by Sandy Ives
Controlled Access Headings:
• Clark, Slim, Yodelin' (Clark, Raymond LeRoy),
1917-2000
• Ives, Edward D.
Audio NA
2596
NA 2596, audio, cd410, part 16, February 11, 1977-
February 12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd410, part 16
Abstract: The Fox, performed by Yodelin' Slim Clark
Controlled Access Headings:




NA 2596, audio, cd410, part 17, February 11, 1977-
February 12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd410, part 17
Abstract: David Mallett, introduced by Sandy Ives
Controlled Access Headings:
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• Mallett, David
NA 2596, audio, cd411, part 1, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd411, part 1





NA 2596, audio, cd411, part 2, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd411, part 2





NA 2596, audio, cd411, part 3, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd411, part 3





NA 2596, audio, cd411, part 4, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd411, part 4






NA 2596, audio, cd411, part 5, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd411, part 5
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Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd411, part 6
Abstract: Arthur, performed by David Mallett
Controlled Access Headings:
• Mallett, David
NA 2596, audio, cd411, part 7, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd411, part 7
Abstract: Make the World Turn in Our Hands, performed
by chorus of performers and audience
Audio NA
2596
NA 2596, audio, cd411, part 8, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd411, part 8
Abstract: Thanks to the performers, by Sandy Ives
Controlled Access Headings:
• Ives, Edward D.
Audio NA
2596
NA 2596, audio, cd411, part 9, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd411, part 9






NA 2596, audio, cd411, part 10, February 11, 1977-
February 12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd411, part 10






NA 2596, audio, cd411, part 11, February 11, 1977-
February 12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd411, part 11
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Controlled Access Headings:
• Bok, Gordon
NA 2596, audio, cd411, part 12, February 11, 1977-
February 12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd411, part 12





NA 2596, audio, cd411, part 13, February 11, 1977-
February 12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd411, part 13






NA 2596, audio, cd411, part 14, February 11, 1977-
February 12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd411, part 14





NA 2596, audio, cd411, part 15, February 11, 1977-
February 12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd411, part 15





NA 2596, audio, cd411, part 16, February 11, 1977-
February 12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd411, part 16
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• Tibbetts, Susan
NA 2596, audio, cd412, part 1, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd412, part 1






NA 2596, audio, cd412, part 2, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd412, part 2
Abstract: Norman Kennedy, introduced by Sandy Ives
Controlled Access Headings:
• Ives, Edward D.
• Kennedy, Norman, 1934-
Audio NA
2596
NA 2596, audio, cd412, part 3, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd412, part 3
Abstract: Tradition of work songs, discussed by Norman
Kennedy
Controlled Access Headings:
• Kennedy, Norman, 1934-
Audio NA
2596
NA 2596, audio, cd412, part 4, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd412, part 4
Abstract: The Cruel Mother, performed by Norman
Kennedy
Controlled Access Headings:
• Kennedy, Norman, 1934-
Audio NA
2596
NA 2596, audio, cd412, part 5, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd412, part 5
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• Kennedy, Norman, 1934-
NA 2596, audio, cd412, part 6, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd412, part 6
Abstract: Song about the defeat of the MacDonald Clan,
performed by Norman Kennedy
Controlled Access Headings:
• Kennedy, Norman, 1934-
Audio NA
2596
NA 2596, audio, cd412, part 7, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd412, part 7
Abstract: Mouth music, performed by Norman Kennedy
Controlled Access Headings:
• Kennedy, Norman, 1934-
Audio NA
2596
NA 2596, audio, cd412, part 8, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd412, part 8
Abstract: Seán Corcoran, introduced by Lisa Null
Controlled Access Headings:




NA 2596, audio, cd412, part 9, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd412, part 9
Abstract: We'll Drink and Be Merry, performed by Seán
Corcoran
Controlled Access Headings:
• Corcoran, Seán, 1946-2021
Audio NA
2596
NA 2596, audio, cd412, part 10, February 11, 1977-
February 12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd412, part 10
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• Corcoran, Seán, 1946-2021
NA 2596, audio, cd412, part 11, February 11, 1977-
February 12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd412, part 11
Abstract: Johnny and Molly, performed by Seán Corcoran
Controlled Access Headings:
• Corcoran, Seán, 1946-2021
Audio NA
2596
NA 2596, audio, cd412, part 12, February 11, 1977-
February 12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd412, part 12
Abstract: Only One-Half Crown, performed by Seán
Corcoran
Controlled Access Headings:
• Corcoran, Seán, 1946-2021
Audio NA
2596
NA 2596, audio, cd412, part 13, February 11, 1977-
February 12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd412, part 13
Abstract: The Greenwood Ladie, performed by Seán
Corcoran
Controlled Access Headings:
• Corcoran, Seán, 1946-2021
Audio NA
2596
NA 2596, audio, cd413, part 1, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd413, part 1




• Paton, Caroline, 1933-2019
• Paton, Sandy, 1929-2009
Audio NA
2596
NA 2596, audio, cd413, part 2, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd413, part 2
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Controlled Access Headings:
• Paton, Caroline, 1933-2019
• Paton, Sandy, 1929-2009
NA 2596, audio, cd413, part 3, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd413, part 3
Abstract: Great Dream from Heaven, performed by Sandy
and Caroline Paton
Controlled Access Headings:
• Paton, Caroline, 1933-2019
• Paton, Sandy, 1929-2009
Audio NA
2596
NA 2596, audio, cd413, part 4, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd413, part 4
Abstract: The Lonesome Roving Wolves, performed by
Sandy and Caroline Paton
Controlled Access Headings:
• Paton, Caroline, 1933-2019
• Paton, Sandy, 1929-2009
Audio NA
2596
NA 2596, audio, cd413, part 5, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd413, part 5
Abstract: The Portland County Jail, performed by Sandy
and Caroline Paton
Controlled Access Headings:
• Paton, Caroline, 1933-2019
• Paton, Sandy, 1929-2009
Audio NA
2596
NA 2596, audio, cd413, part 6, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd413, part 6
Abstract: Hangman's Tree, performed by Sandy and
Caroline Paton
Controlled Access Headings:
• Paton, Caroline, 1933-2019
• Paton, Sandy, 1929-2009
Audio NA
2596
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Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd413, part 7
Abstract: Corpus Christi Carol or Falcon Carol, performed
by Sandy, David, and Caroline Paton
Controlled Access Headings:
• Paton, Caroline, 1933-2019
• Paton, Sandy, 1929-2009
NA 2596, audio, cd413, part 8, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd413, part 8





NA 2596, audio, cd413, part 9, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd413, part 9






NA 2596, audio, cd413, part 10, February 11, 1977-
February 12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd413, part 10
Abstract: Margaret MacArthur, introduced by Sandy Ives
Controlled Access Headings:
• Ives, Edward D.
• MacArthur, Margaret, 1928-2006
Audio NA
2596
NA 2596, audio, cd413, part 11, February 11, 1977-
February 12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd413, part 11
Abstract: Clerk Colvin, performed by Margaret MacArthur
Controlled Access Headings:
• MacArthur, Margaret, 1928-2006
Audio NA
2596
NA 2596, audio, cd413, part 12, February 11, 1977-
February 12, 1977
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Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd413, part 12
Abstract: Legend of the St. John River, performed by
Margaret MacArthur
Controlled Access Headings:
• MacArthur, Margaret, 1928-2006
NA 2596, audio, cd413, part 13, February 11, 1977-
February 12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd413, part 13
Abstract: The Soldier and the Lady, performed by
Margaret MacArthur
Controlled Access Headings:
• MacArthur, Margaret, 1928-2006
Audio NA
2596
NA 2596, audio, cd413, part 14, February 11, 1977-
February 12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd413, part 14
Abstract: Low River Shore, performed by Margaret
MacArthur
Controlled Access Headings:
• MacArthur, Margaret, 1928-2006
Audio NA
2596
NA 2596, audio, cd414, part 1, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd414, part 1






NA 2596, audio, cd414, part 2, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd414, part 2
Abstract: Debby McClatchy, introduced by Sandy Ives
Controlled Access Headings:




NA 2596, audio, cd414, part 3, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
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Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd414, part 3
Abstract: Vandy, Vandy, performed by Debby McClatchy
Controlled Access Headings:
• McClatchy, Debby
NA 2596, audio, cd414, part 4, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd414, part 4






NA 2596, audio, cd414, part 5, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd414, part 5





NA 2596, audio, cd414, part 6, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd414, part 6






NA 2596, audio, cd414, part 7, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd414, part 7






NA 2596, audio, cd414, part 8, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
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NA 2596, audio, cd414, part 9, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd414, part 9
Abstract: Poor Ellen Smith, performed by Hazel Dickens
and Tim Woodbridge
Controlled Access Headings:




NA 2596, audio, cd414, part 10, February 11, 1977-
February 12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd414, part 10
Abstract: Wildwood Flower, performed by Hazel Dickens
and Tim Woodbridge
Controlled Access Headings:




NA 2596, audio, cd414, part 11, February 11, 1977-
February 12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd414, part 11
Abstract: West Virginia, My Home, performed by Hazel
Dickens and Tim Woodbridge
Controlled Access Headings:




NA 2596, audio, cd414, part 12, February 11, 1977-
February 12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd414, part 12
Abstract: I'm a Ramblin' Woman, performed by Hazel
Dickens and Tim Woodbridge
Controlled Access Headings:
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• Woodbridge, Tim
NA 2596, audio, cd414, part 13, February 11, 1977-
February 12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd414, part 13
Abstract: Traveling the Highway Home, performed by
Hazel Dickens and Tim Woodbridge
Controlled Access Headings:




NA 2596, audio, cd414, part 14, February 11, 1977-
February 12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd414, part 14
Abstract: Sparky Rucker, introduced by Sandy Ives
Controlled Access Headings:




NA 2596, audio, cd414, part 15, February 11, 1977-
February 12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd414, part 15





NA 2596, audio, cd414, part 16, February 11, 1977-
February 12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd414, part 16
Abstract: Make Me Down a Pallett on Your Floor,





NA 2596, audio, cd415, part 1, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd415, part 1
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• Rucker, Sparky
NA 2596, audio, cd415, part 2, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd415, part 2





NA 2596, audio, cd415, part 3, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd415, part 3






NA 2596, audio, cd415, part 4, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd415, part 4






NA 2596, audio, cd415, part 5, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd415, part 5






NA 2596, audio, cd415, part 6, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd415, part 6
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• Rucker, Sparky
NA 2596, audio, cd415, part 7, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd415, part 7





NA 2596, audio, cd415, part 8, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd415, part 8





NA 2596, audio, cd416, part 1, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd416, part 1






NA 2596, audio, cd416, part 2, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd416, part 2
Abstract: The Burgler Bold, performed by Sandy Ives
Controlled Access Headings:
• Ives, Edward D.
Audio NA
2596
NA 2596, audio, cd416, part 3, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd416, part 3
Abstract: Fogan MacAleer, performed by Sandy Ives
Controlled Access Headings:
• Ives, Edward D.
Audio NA
2596
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Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd416, part 4
Abstract: Yodelin' Slim Clark, introduced by Sandy Ives
Controlled Access Headings:
• Ives, Edward D.
• Clark, Slim, Yodelin' (Clark, Raymond LeRoy),
1917-2000
NA 2596, audio, cd416, part 5, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd416, part 5
Abstract: My Little Yoho Lady, performed by Yodelin' Slim
Clark
Controlled Access Headings:




NA 2596, audio, cd416, part 6, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd416, part 6
Abstract: Story about bronc riding, performed by Yodelin'
Slim Clark
Controlled Access Headings:




NA 2596, audio, cd416, part 7, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd416, part 7
Abstract: Strawberry Roan, performed by Yodelin' Slim
Clark
Controlled Access Headings:




NA 2596, audio, cd416, part 8, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd416, part 8
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• Clark, Slim, Yodelin' (Clark, Raymond LeRoy),
1917-2000
NA 2596, audio, cd416, part 9, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd416, part 9
Abstract: Tying a Knot in the Devil's Tail, performed by
Yodelin' Slim Clark
Controlled Access Headings:




NA 2596, audio, cd416, part 10, February 11, 1977-
February 12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd416, part 10
Abstract: Single, Double, Triple, Stream Line, and Swiss
Yodels, performed by Yodelin' Slim Clark
Controlled Access Headings:




NA 2596, audio, cd416, part 11, February 11, 1977-
February 12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd416, part 11
Abstract: My Moonlight Swiss Chalet, performed by
Yodelin' Slim Clark
Controlled Access Headings:




NA 2596, audio, cd416, part 12, February 11, 1977-
February 12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd416, part 12





NA 2596, audio, cd416, part 13, February 11, 1977-
February 12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd416, part 13
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Controlled Access Headings:
• Tibbetts, Susan
NA 2596, audio, cd416, part 14, February 11, 1977-
February 12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd416, part 14






NA 2596, audio, cd417, part 1, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd417, part 1
Abstract: Gordon Bok and Joe Hickerson, introduced by





NA 2596, audio, cd417, part 2, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd417, part 2






NA 2596, audio, cd417, part 3, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd417, part 3






NA 2596, audio, cd417, part 4, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd417, part 4
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• Bok, Gordon
NA 2596, audio, cd417, part 5, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd417, part 5
Abstract: Boston Harbor, performed by Joseph C.
Hickerson
Controlled Access Headings:
• Hickerson, Joseph C. (Joseph Charles), 1935-
Audio NA
2596
NA 2596, audio, cd417, part 6, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd417, part 6






NA 2596, audio, cd417, part 7, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd417, part 7
Abstract: Work songs, discussed by Louisa Jo (née Louis)





NA 2596, audio, cd417, part 8, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd417, part 8





NA 2596, audio, cd417, part 9, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd417, part 9
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• Hickerson, Joseph C. (Joseph Charles), 1935-
NA 2596, audio, cd417, part 10, February 11, 1977-
February 12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd417, part 10






NA 2596, audio, cd417, part 11, February 11, 1977-
February 12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd417, part 11
Abstract: Shares in vessels, discussed by Louisa Jo (née






NA 2596, audio, cd417, part 12, February 11, 1977-
February 12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd417, part 12





NA 2596, audio, cd417, part 13, February 11, 1977-
February 12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd417, part 13
Abstract: Tom's Gone to Hilo, performed by Joseph C.
Hickerson and chorus
Controlled Access Headings:
• Hickerson, Joseph C. (Joseph Charles), 1935-
Audio NA
2596
NA 2596, audio, cd417, part 14, February 11, 1977-
February 12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd417, part 14
Abstract: Nelson's Monument or Nelson's Death,
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• Killen, Louis
NA 2596, audio, cd417, part 15, February 11, 1977-
February 12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd417, part 15






NA 2596, audio, cd417, part 16, February 11, 1977-
February 12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd417, part 16





NA 2596, audio, cd417, part 17, February 11, 1977-
February 12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd417, part 17
Abstract: Drink Boys Drink, performed by Louisa Jo (née





NA 2596, audio, cd417, part 18, February 11, 1977-
February 12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd417, part 18





NA 2596, audio, cd418, part 1, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd418, part 1
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• Tibbetts, Susan
NA 2596, audio, cd418, part 2, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd418, part 2
Abstract: Ballad of Peter Emberly, performed by Sandy
Ives
Controlled Access Headings:
• Ives, Edward D.
Audio NA
2596
NA 2596, audio, cd418, part 3, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd418, part 3
Abstract: Ballad of Peter Emberly, performed by Sandy
Ives
Controlled Access Headings:
• Ives, Edward D.
Audio NA
2596
NA 2596, audio, cd418, part 4, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd418, part 4
Abstract: Been All Around This World, performed by
Joseph C. Hickerson and chorus
Controlled Access Headings:
• Hickerson, Joseph C. (Joseph Charles), 1935-
Audio NA
2596
NA 2596, audio, cd418, part 5, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd418, part 5
Abstract: Camp a Little While in the Wilderness,
performed by Caroline and Sandy Paton
Controlled Access Headings:
• Paton, Caroline, 1933-2019
• Paton, Sandy, 1929-2009
Audio NA
2596
NA 2596, audio, cd418, part 6, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd418, part 6
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Controlled Access Headings:
• Killen, Louis
NA 2596, audio, cd418, part 7, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd418, part 7





NA 2596, audio, cd418, part 8, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd418, part 8





NA 2596, audio, cd418, part 9, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd418, part 9
Abstract: The Love Sick Maid, performed by Caroline
Paton
Controlled Access Headings:
• Paton, Caroline, 1933-2019
Audio NA
2596
NA 2596, audio, cd418, part 10, February 11, 1977-
February 12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd418, part 10
Abstract: You Wonder Why I'm a Hobo, performed by
Sandy Paton
Controlled Access Headings:
• Paton, Sandy, 1929-2009
Audio NA
2596
NA 2596, audio, cd418, part 11, February 11, 1977-
February 12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd418, part 11
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• Killen, Louis
NA 2596, audio, cd418, part 12, February 11, 1977-
February 12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd418, part 12
Abstract: Twankydillo, performed by Lisa Null and Louisa






NA 2596, audio, cd418, part 13, February 11, 1977-
February 12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 





NA 2596, audio, cd418, part 14, February 11, 1977-
February 12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd418, part 14
Abstract: Bright Morning Starts are Rising, performed by
Joe Hickerson and chorus
Controlled Access Headings:
• Hickerson, Joseph C. (Joseph Charles), 1935-
Audio NA
2596
NA 2596, audio, cd418, part 15, February 11, 1977-
February 12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd418, part 15
Abstract: Drive Dull Care Away [recording cuts out],
performed by Sandy Ives
Controlled Access Headings:
• Ives, Edward D.
Audio NA
2596
NA 2596, audio, cd419, part 1, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd419, part 1
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• MacArthur, Margaret, 1928-2006
NA 2596, audio, cd419, part 2, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd419, part 2








NA 2596, audio, cd419, part 3, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd419, part 3






NA 2596, audio, cd419, part 4, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd419, part 4
Abstract: If He's Gone Let Him Go, God Bless Him,






NA 2596, audio, cd419, part 5, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd419, part 5







NA 2596, audio, cd419, part 6, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 




Folksongs in February Collection





NA 2596, audio, cd419, part 7, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd419, part 7
Abstract: Follow Prince Charlie, performed by Lisa Null,






NA 2596, audio, cd419, part 8, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd419, part 8
Abstract: Fair Margaret and Sweet William, performed by






NA 2596, audio, cd419, part 9, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd419, part 9
Abstract: Joe Hickerson, introduced by Susan Tibbetts
Controlled Access Headings:
• Tibbetts, Susan
• Hickerson, Joseph C. (Joseph Charles), 1935-
Audio NA
2596
NA 2596, audio, cd419, part 10, February 11, 1977-
February 12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd419, part 10
Abstract: The Flowers of the Forest, performed by Joe
Hickerson
Controlled Access Headings:
• Hickerson, Joseph C. (Joseph Charles), 1935-
Audio NA
2596
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Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, audio, cd419, part 11
Abstract: Ain't No Grave Can Hold My Body Down,
performed by Joe Hickerson
Controlled Access Headings:
• Hickerson, Joseph C. (Joseph Charles), 1935-
NA 2596, audio, cd419, part 12, February 11, 1977-
February 12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 





^ Return to Table of Contents
Folklore in February, photographs
Physical Description: 1 item 
Title/Description Instances
NA 2596, photograph, p00880, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p00880
Abstract: Group picture taken on the stage of Hauck
Auditorium of all the folksingers that took part in the
Folksongs in February festival at the University of Maine
Orono on Feb. 11th and 12th, 1977. Edward D. "Sandy"
Ives seated in chair (rest are named on rear of card) taken
at the end of the Saturday night performance.
Controlled Access Headings:
• Ives, Edward D.
Photograph
NA 2596
NA 2596, photograph, p00881, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p00881
Abstract: Seated man with beard singing into microphone.
Edward D. "Sandy" Ives, director of NAFOH, taken on
stage at the Folksongs in February festival held at the
University of Maine at Orono, Hauck Auditorium, on Feb.
11th and 12th, 1977. Taken at the end of the performance
Saturday night Feb. 12th. Gordon Bok and Margaret
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• Ives, Edward D.
• Bok, Gordon
• MacArthur, Margaret, 1928-2006
NA 2596, photograph, p01114, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01114
Abstract: Edward D. "Sandy" Ives at microphone,
Folksongs in February Fest, University of Maine, Orono,
Maine.
Controlled Access Headings:
• Ives, Edward D.
Photograph
NA 2596
NA 2596, photograph, p01115, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01115
Abstract: Man with beard at microphone, Edward D.
"Sandy" Ives, Folksongs in February Fest, University of
Maine, Orono, Maine.
Controlled Access Headings:
• Ives, Edward D.
Photograph
NA 2596
NA 2596, photograph, p01116, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01116
Abstract: Man with beard at microphone, Edward D.
"Sandy" Ives, Folksongs in February Fest, University of
Maine, Orono, Maine.
Controlled Access Headings:
• Ives, Edward D.
Photograph
NA 2596
NA 2596, photograph, p01117, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01117
Abstract: Man with beard at microphone, Edward D.
"Sandy" Ives, Folksongs in February Fest, University of
Maine, Orono, Maine.
Controlled Access Headings:
• Ives, Edward D.
Photograph
NA 2596
NA 2596, photograph, p01118, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
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Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01118
Abstract: Man with beard at microphone, Edward D.
"Sandy" Ives, Folksongs in February Fest, University of
Maine, Orono, Maine.
Controlled Access Headings:
• Ives, Edward D.
NA 2596, photograph, p01119, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01119
Abstract: Man with beard at microphone, Edward D.
"Sandy" Ives, Folksongs in February Fest, University of
Maine, Orono, Maine.
Controlled Access Headings:
• Ives, Edward D.
Photograph
NA 2596
NA 2596, photograph, p01120, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01120
Abstract: Man with beard at microphone, Edward D.
"Sandy" Ives, Folksongs in February Fest, University of
Maine, Orono, Maine.
Controlled Access Headings:
• Ives, Edward D.
Photograph
NA 2596
NA 2596, photograph, p01121, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01121
Abstract: Man with beard at microphone, Edward D.
"Sandy" Ives, Folksongs in February Fest, University of
Maine, Orono, Maine.
Controlled Access Headings:
• Ives, Edward D.
Photograph
NA 2596
NA 2596, photograph, p01122, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01122
Abstract: Man with guitar at microphone, Kendall Morse,
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• Morse, Kendall E., 1934-2021
NA 2596, photograph, p01123, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01123
Abstract: Man with guitar at microphone, Kendall Morse,
Folksongs in February Fest, University of Maine, Orono,
Maine.
Controlled Access Headings:
• Morse, Kendall E., 1934-2021
Photograph
NA 2596
NA 2596, photograph, p01124, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01124
Abstract: Man with guitar at microphone, Kendall Morse,
Folksongs in February Fest, University of Maine, Orono,
Maine.
Controlled Access Headings:
• Morse, Kendall E., 1934-2021
Photograph
NA 2596
NA 2596, photograph, p01125, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01125
Abstract: Man with guitar at microphone, Kendall Morse,
Folksongs in February Fest, University of Maine, Orono,
Maine.
Controlled Access Headings:
• Morse, Kendall E., 1934-2021
Photograph
NA 2596
NA 2596, photograph, p01126, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01126
Abstract: Man with guitar at microphone, Kendall Morse,
Folksongs in February Fest, University of Maine, Orono,
Maine.
Controlled Access Headings:
• Morse, Kendall E., 1934-2021
Photograph
NA 2596
NA 2596, photograph, p01127, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 




Folksongs in February Collection
Abstract: Man with guitar at microphone, Kendall Morse,
Folksongs in February Fest, University of Maine, Orono,
Maine.
Controlled Access Headings:
• Morse, Kendall E., 1934-2021
NA 2596, photograph, p01128, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01128
Abstract: Man with guitar at microphone, Kendall Morse,
Folksongs in February Fest, University of Maine, Orono,
Maine.
Controlled Access Headings:
• Morse, Kendall E., 1934-2021
Photograph
NA 2596
NA 2596, photograph, p01129, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01129
Abstract: Man with guitar at microphone, Kendall Morse,
Folksongs in February Fest, University of Maine, Orono,
Maine.
Controlled Access Headings:
• Morse, Kendall E., 1934-2021
Photograph
NA 2596
NA 2596, photograph, p01130, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01130
Abstract: Man with guitar at microphone, Kendall Morse,
Folksongs in February Fest, University of Maine, Orono,
Maine.
Controlled Access Headings:
• Morse, Kendall E., 1934-2021
Photograph
NA 2596
NA 2596, photograph, p01131, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01131
Abstract: Woman singing, Margaret MacArthur, Folksongs





Folksongs in February Collection
• MacArthur, Margaret, 1928-2006
NA 2596, photograph, p01132, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01132
Abstract: Woman singing, Margaret MacArthur, Folksongs
in February Fest, University of Maine, Orono, Maine.
Controlled Access Headings:
• MacArthur, Margaret, 1928-2006
Photograph
NA 2596
NA 2596, photograph, p01133, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01133
Abstract: Man singing, Norman Kennedy, Folksongs in
February Fest, University of Maine, Orono, Maine.
Controlled Access Headings:
• Kennedy, Norman, 1934-
Photograph
NA 2596
NA 2596, photograph, p01134, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01134
Abstract: Man singing, Norman Kennedy, Folksongs in
February Fest, University of Maine, Orono, Maine.
Controlled Access Headings:
• Kennedy, Norman, 1934-
Photograph
NA 2596
NA 2596, photograph, p01135, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01135
Abstract: Man singing, Norman Kennedy, Folksongs in
February Fest, University of Maine, Orono, Maine.
Controlled Access Headings:
• Kennedy, Norman, 1934-
Photograph
NA 2596
NA 2596, photograph, p01136, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01136
Abstract: Man singing, Norman Kennedy, Folksongs in





Folksongs in February Collection
• Kennedy, Norman, 1934-
NA 2596, photograph, p01137, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01137
Abstract: Man singing, Norman Kennedy, Folksongs in
February Fest, University of Maine, Orono, Maine.
Controlled Access Headings:
• Kennedy, Norman, 1934-
Photograph
NA 2596
NA 2596, photograph, p01138, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01138
Abstract: Man singing, Norman Kennedy, Folksongs in
February Fest, University of Maine, Orono, Maine.
Controlled Access Headings:
• Kennedy, Norman, 1934-
Photograph
NA 2596
NA 2596, photograph, p01139, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01139
Abstract: Man singing, Norman Kennedy, Folksongs in
February Fest, University of Maine, Orono, Maine.
Controlled Access Headings:
• Kennedy, Norman, 1934-
Photograph
NA 2596
NA 2596, photograph, p01140, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01140
Abstract: Man singing, Norman Kennedy, Folksongs in
February Fest, University of Maine, Orono, Maine.
Controlled Access Headings:
• Kennedy, Norman, 1934-
Photograph
NA 2596
NA 2596, photograph, p01141, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01141
Abstract: Man singing, Norman Kennedy, Folksongs in





Folksongs in February Collection
• Kennedy, Norman, 1934-
NA 2596, photograph, p01142, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01142
Abstract: Man singing, Norman Kennedy, Folksongs in
February Fest, University of Maine, Orono, Maine.
Controlled Access Headings:
• Kennedy, Norman, 1934-
Photograph
NA 2596
NA 2596, photograph, p01143, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01143
Abstract: Edward D. "Sandy" Ives, at microphone
Folksongs in February Fest, University of Maine, Orono,
Maine.
Controlled Access Headings:
• Ives, Edward D.
Photograph
NA 2596
NA 2596, photograph, p01144, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01144
Abstract: Man with beard at microphone, Edward D.
"Sandy" Ives, Folksongs in February Fest, University of
Maine, Orono, Maine.
Controlled Access Headings:
• Ives, Edward D.
Photograph
NA 2596
NA 2596, photograph, p01145, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01145
Abstract: Man with beard at microphone, Edward D.
"Sandy" Ives, Folksongs in February Fest, University of
Maine, Orono, Maine.
Controlled Access Headings:
• Ives, Edward D.
Photograph
NA 2596
NA 2596, photograph, p01146, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 




Folksongs in February Collection
Abstract: Man singing, Louis Killen, Folksongs in February
Fest, University of Maine, Orono, Maine.
Controlled Access Headings:
• Killen, Louis
NA 2596, photograph, p01147, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01147
Abstract: Woman singing, Sally Killen, Folksongs in





NA 2596, photograph, p01148, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01148
Abstract: Woman singing, Sally Killen, Folksongs in





NA 2596, photograph, p01149, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01149
Abstract: Woman singing and playing dulcimer and
guitar. Margaret MacArthur, Folksongs in February Fest,
University of Maine, Orono, Maine.
Controlled Access Headings:
• MacArthur, Margaret, 1928-2006
Photograph
NA 2596
NA 2596, photograph, p01150, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01150
Abstract: Woman singing and playing dulcimer and
guitar. Margaret MacArthur, Folksongs in February Fest,
University of Maine, Orono, Maine.
Controlled Access Headings:
• MacArthur, Margaret, 1928-2006
Photograph
NA 2596
NA 2596, photograph, p01151, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
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Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01151
Abstract: Woman singing and playing dulcimer and
guitar. Margaret MacArthur, Folksongs in February Fest,
University of Maine, Orono, Maine.
Controlled Access Headings:
• MacArthur, Margaret, 1928-2006
NA 2596, photograph, p01152, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01152
Abstract: Woman singing and playing dulcimer and
guitar. Margaret MacArthur, Folksongs in February Fest,
University of Maine, Orono, Maine.
Controlled Access Headings:
• MacArthur, Margaret, 1928-2006
Photograph
NA 2596
NA 2596, photograph, p01153, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01153
Abstract: Woman singing and playing dulcimer and
guitar. Margaret MacArthur, Folksongs in February Fest,
University of Maine, Orono, Maine.
Controlled Access Headings:
• MacArthur, Margaret, 1928-2006
Photograph
NA 2596
NA 2596, photograph, p01154, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01154
Abstract: Woman singing and playing dulcimer and
guitar. Margaret MacArthur, Folksongs in February Fest,
University of Maine, Orono, Maine.
Controlled Access Headings:
• MacArthur, Margaret, 1928-2006
Photograph
NA 2596
NA 2596, photograph, p01155, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01155
Abstract: Woman singing and playing dulcimer and
guitar. Margaret MacArthur, Folksongs in February Fest,





Folksongs in February Collection
• MacArthur, Margaret, 1928-2006
NA 2596, photograph, p01156, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01156
Abstract: Woman singing and playing dulcimer and
guitar. Margaret MacArthur, Folksongs in February Fest,
University of Maine, Orono, Maine.
Controlled Access Headings:
• MacArthur, Margaret, 1928-2006
Photograph
NA 2596
NA 2596, photograph, p01157, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01157
Abstract: Woman singing and playing dulcimer and
guitar. Margaret MacArthur, Folksongs in February Fest,
University of Maine, Orono, Maine.
Controlled Access Headings:
• MacArthur, Margaret, 1928-2006
Photograph
NA 2596
NA 2596, photograph, p01158, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01158
Abstract: Woman singing and playing dulcimer and
guitar. Margaret MacArthur, Folksongs in February Fest,
University of Maine, Orono, Maine.
Controlled Access Headings:
• MacArthur, Margaret, 1928-2006
Photograph
NA 2596
NA 2596, photograph, p01159, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01159
Abstract: Man singing, Norman Kennedy, Folksongs in
February Fest, University of Maine, Orono, Maine.
Controlled Access Headings:
• Kennedy, Norman, 1934-
Photograph
NA 2596
NA 2596, photograph, p01160, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 




Folksongs in February Collection
Abstract: Man singing, Norman Kennedy, Folksongs in
February Fest, University of Maine, Orono, Maine.
Controlled Access Headings:
• Kennedy, Norman, 1934-
NA 2596, photograph, p01161, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01161
Abstract: Man singing, Norman Kennedy, Folksongs in
February Fest, University of Maine, Orono, Maine.
Controlled Access Headings:
• Kennedy, Norman, 1934-
Photograph
NA 2596
NA 2596, photograph, p01162, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01162
Abstract: Man singing, Norman Kennedy, Folksongs in
February Fest, University of Maine, Orono, Maine.
Controlled Access Headings:
• Kennedy, Norman, 1934-
Photograph
NA 2596
NA 2596, photograph, p01163, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01163
Abstract: Man singing, Norman Kennedy, Folksongs in
February Fest, University of Maine, Orono, Maine.
Controlled Access Headings:
• Kennedy, Norman, 1934-
Photograph
NA 2596
NA 2596, photograph, p01164, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01164
Abstract: Man and woman singing, Louis and Sally Killen,







NA 2596, photograph, p01165, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
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Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01165
Abstract: Man and woman singing, Louis and Sally Killen,





NA 2596, photograph, p01166, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01166
Abstract: Man and woman singing, Louis and Sally Killen,







NA 2596, photograph, p01167, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01167
Abstract: Man and woman singing, Louis and Sally Killen,







NA 2596, photograph, p01168, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01168
Abstract: Man and woman singing, Louis and Sally Killen,







NA 2596, photograph, p01169, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
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Abstract: Man and woman singing, Louis and Sally Killen,





NA 2596, photograph, p01170, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01170
Abstract: Man and woman singing, Louis and Sally Killen,







NA 2596, photograph, p01171, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01171
Abstract: Man and woman singing, Louis and Sally Killen,







NA 2596, photograph, p01172, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01172
Abstract: Man and woman singing, Louis and Sally Killen,







NA 2596, photograph, p01173, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01173
Abstract: Man and woman singing, Louis and Sally Killen,









NA 2596, photograph, p01174, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01174
Abstract: Man and woman singing, Louis and Sally Killen,







NA 2596, photograph, p01175, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01175
Abstract: Woman singing, Sally Killen, Folksongs in





NA 2596, photograph, p01176, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01176
Abstract: Woman singing, Sally Killen, Folksongs in





NA 2596, photograph, p01177, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01177
Abstract: Woman singing, Sally Killen, Folksongs in





NA 2596, photograph, p01178, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 




Folksongs in February Collection
Abstract: Woman singing, Sally Killen, Folksongs in
February Fest, University of Maine, Orono, Maine.
Controlled Access Headings:
• Killen, Sally
NA 2596, photograph, p01179, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01179
Abstract: Woman singing, Sally Killen, Folksongs in





NA 2596, photograph, p01180, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01180
Abstract: Man singing, Louis Killen, Folksongs in February





NA 2596, photograph, p01181, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01181
Abstract: Man and woman singing, Sally and Louis Killen,







NA 2596, photograph, p01182, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01182
Abstract: Man and woman singing, Sally and Louis Killen,







Folksongs in February Collection
• Killen, Sally
NA 2596, photograph, p01183, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01183
Abstract: Man singing, Louis Killen, Folksongs in February





NA 2596, photograph, p01184, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01184
Abstract: Man singing, Louis Killen, Folksongs in February





NA 2596, photograph, p01185, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01185
Abstract: Man with cowboy hat and guitar, Slim Clark,
Folksongs in February Fest, University of Maine, Orono,
Maine.
Controlled Access Headings:




NA 2596, photograph, p01186, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01186
Abstract: Man with cowboy hat and guitar, Slim Clark,
Folksongs in February Fest, University of Maine, Orono,
Maine.
Controlled Access Headings:




NA 2596, photograph, p01187, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
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Abstract: Man with cowboy hat and guitar, Slim Clark,
Folksongs in February Fest, University of Maine, Orono,
Maine.
Controlled Access Headings:
• Clark, Slim, Yodelin' (Clark, Raymond LeRoy),
1917-2000
NA 2596, photograph, p01188, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01188
Abstract: Man with cowboy hat and guitar, Slim Clark,
Folksongs in February Fest, University of Maine, Orono,
Maine.
Controlled Access Headings:




NA 2596, photograph, p01189, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01189
Abstract: Man with cowboy hat and guitar, Slim Clark,
Folksongs in February Fest, University of Maine, Orono,
Maine.
Controlled Access Headings:




NA 2596, photograph, p01190, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01190
Abstract: Man with cowboy hat and guitar, Slim Clark,
Folksongs in February Fest, University of Maine, Orono,
Maine.
Controlled Access Headings:




NA 2596, photograph, p01191, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01191
Abstract: Man with cowboy hat and guitar, Slim Clark,





Folksongs in February Collection
Controlled Access Headings:
• Clark, Slim, Yodelin' (Clark, Raymond LeRoy),
1917-2000
NA 2596, photograph, p01192, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01192
Abstract: Man with cowboy hat and guitar, Slim Clark,
Folksongs in February Fest, University of Maine, Orono,
Maine.
Controlled Access Headings:




NA 2596, photograph, p01193, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01193
Abstract: Man with cowboy hat and guitar, Slim Clark,
Folksongs in February Fest, University of Maine, Orono,
Maine.
Controlled Access Headings:




NA 2596, photograph, p01194, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01194
Abstract: Man with cowboy hat and guitar, Slim Clark,
Folksongs in February Fest, University of Maine, Orono,
Maine.
Controlled Access Headings:




NA 2596, photograph, p01195, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01195
Abstract: Man with cowboy hat and guitar, Slim Clark,






Folksongs in February Collection
• Clark, Slim, Yodelin' (Clark, Raymond LeRoy),
1917-2000
NA 2596, photograph, p01196, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01196
Abstract: Man with cowboy hat and guitar, Slim Clark,
Folksongs in February Fest, University of Maine, Orono,
Maine.
Controlled Access Headings:




NA 2596, photograph, p01197, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01197
Abstract: Man with cowboy hat and guitar, Slim Clark,
Folksongs in February Fest, University of Maine, Orono,
Maine.
Controlled Access Headings:




NA 2596, photograph, p01198, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01198
Abstract: Man with cowboy hat and guitar, Slim Clark,
Folksongs in February Fest, University of Maine, Orono,
Maine.
Controlled Access Headings:




NA 2596, photograph, p01199, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01199
Abstract: Man with cowboy hat and guitar, Slim Clark,






Folksongs in February Collection
• Clark, Slim, Yodelin' (Clark, Raymond LeRoy),
1917-2000
NA 2596, photograph, p01200, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01200
Abstract: Slim Clark's guitar.
Controlled Access Headings:




NA 2596, photograph, p01201, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01201
Abstract: Slim Clark's guitar.
Controlled Access Headings:




NA 2596, photograph, p01202, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01202
Abstract: Slim Clark's guitar.
Controlled Access Headings:




NA 2596, photograph, p01203, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01203
Abstract: Slim Clark's guitar.
Controlled Access Headings:




NA 2596, photograph, p01204, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01204





Folksongs in February Collection
• Clark, Slim, Yodelin' (Clark, Raymond LeRoy),
1917-2000
NA 2596, photograph, p01205, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01205
Abstract: Woman playing guitar and dulcimer, Debbie






NA 2596, photograph, p01206, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01206
Abstract: Woman playing guitar and dulcimer, Debbie






NA 2596, photograph, p01207, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01207
Abstract: Woman playing guitar and dulcimer, Debbie






NA 2596, photograph, p01208, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01208
Abstract: Woman playing guitar and dulcimer, Debbie






NA 2596, photograph, p01209, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
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Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01209
Abstract: Woman playing guitar and dulcimer, Debbie




NA 2596, photograph, p01210, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01210
Abstract: Woman playing guitar and dulcimer, Debbie






NA 2596, photograph, p01211, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01211
Abstract: Man in cowboy hat with guitar, Slim Clark,
Folksongs in February Fest, University of Maine, Orono,
Maine.
Controlled Access Headings:




NA 2596, photograph, p01212, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01212
Abstract: Man in cowboy hat with guitar, Slim Clark,
Folksongs in February Fest, University of Maine, Orono,
Maine.
Controlled Access Headings:




NA 2596, photograph, p01213, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01213
Abstract: Man in cowboy hat with guitar, Slim Clark,





Folksongs in February Collection
Controlled Access Headings:
• Clark, Slim, Yodelin' (Clark, Raymond LeRoy),
1917-2000
NA 2596, photograph, p01214, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01214
Abstract: Man in cowboy hat with guitar, Slim Clark,
Folksongs in February Fest, University of Maine, Orono,
Maine.
Controlled Access Headings:




NA 2596, photograph, p01215, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01215
Abstract: Man in cowboy hat with guitar, Slim Clark,
Folksongs in February Fest, University of Maine, Orono,
Maine.
Controlled Access Headings:




NA 2596, photograph, p01216, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01216
Abstract: Man in cowboy hat with guitar, Slim Clark,
Folksongs in February Fest, University of Maine, Orono,
Maine.
Controlled Access Headings:




NA 2596, photograph, p01217, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01217
Abstract: Man in cowboy hat with guitar, Slim Clark,






Folksongs in February Collection
• Clark, Slim, Yodelin' (Clark, Raymond LeRoy),
1917-2000
NA 2596, photograph, p01218, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01218
Abstract: Man in cowboy hat with guitar, Slim Clark,
Folksongs in February Fest, University of Maine, Orono,
Maine.
Controlled Access Headings:




NA 2596, photograph, p01219, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01219
Abstract: Man in cowboy hat with guitar, Slim Clark,
Folksongs in February Fest, University of Maine, Orono,
Maine.
Controlled Access Headings:




NA 2596, photograph, p01220, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01220
Abstract: Woman playing guitar and dulcimer, Debbie






NA 2596, photograph, p01221, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01221
Abstract: Woman playing guitar and dulcimer, Debbie
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Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01222
Abstract: Woman playing guitar and dulcimer, Debbie




NA 2596, photograph, p01223, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01223
Abstract: Woman playing guitar and dulcimer, Debbie






NA 2596, photograph, p01224, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01224
Abstract: Black man singing and playing guitar, Sparky






NA 2596, photograph, p01225, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01225
Abstract: Black man singing and playing guitar, Sparky






NA 2596, photograph, p01226, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01226
Abstract: Black man singing and playing guitar, Sparky
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Controlled Access Headings:
• Rucker, Sparky
NA 2596, photograph, p01227, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01227
Abstract: Black man singing and playing guitar, Sparky






NA 2596, photograph, p01228, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01228
Abstract: Black man singing and playing guitar, Sparky






NA 2596, photograph, p01229, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01229
Abstract: Black man singing and playing guitar, Sparky






NA 2596, photograph, p01230, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01230
Abstract: Black man singing and playing guitar, Sparky






NA 2596, photograph, p01231, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
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Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01231
Abstract: Black man singing and playing guitar, Sparky




NA 2596, photograph, p01232, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01232
Abstract: Black man singing and playing guitar, Sparky






NA 2596, photograph, p01233, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01233
Abstract: Black man singing and playing guitar, Sparky






NA 2596, photograph, p01234, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01234
Abstract: Black man singing and playing guitar, Sparky






NA 2596, photograph, p01235, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01235
Abstract: Black man singing and playing guitar, Sparky
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• Rucker, Sparky
NA 2596, photograph, p01236, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01236
Abstract: Black man singing and playing guitar, Sparky






NA 2596, photograph, p01237, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01237
Abstract: Black man singing and playing guitar, Sparky






NA 2596, photograph, p01238, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01238
Abstract: Black man singing and playing guitar, Sparky






NA 2596, photograph, p01239, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01239
Abstract: Black man singing and playing guitar, Sparky






NA 2596, photograph, p01240, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
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Abstract: Black man singing and playing guitar, Sparky




NA 2596, photograph, p01241, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01241
Abstract: Black man singing and playing guitar, Sparky






NA 2596, photograph, p01242, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01242
Abstract: Black man singing and playing guitar, Sparky






NA 2596, photograph, p01243, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01243
Abstract: Large group of people, workshop, Folksongs in
February Fest, University of Maine, Orono, Maine.
Photograph
NA 2596
NA 2596, photograph, p01244, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01244
Abstract: Three people, Hazel Dickens, Sparky Rucker,
Joe Hickerson, Folksongs in February Fest, University of
Maine, Orono, Maine.
Controlled Access Headings:
• Dickens, Hazel, 1925-2011
• Rucker, Sparky
• Hickerson, Joseph C. (Joseph Charles), 1935-
Photograph
NA 2596
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Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01245
Abstract: Three people, Hazel Dickens, Sparky Rucker,
Joe Hickerson, Folksongs in February Fest, University of
Maine, Orono, Maine.
Controlled Access Headings:
• Dickens, Hazel, 1925-2011
• Rucker, Sparky
• Hickerson, Joseph C. (Joseph Charles), 1935-
NA 2596, photograph, p01246, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01246
Abstract: Three people, Hazel Dickens, Sparky Rucker,
Joe Hickerson, Folksongs in February Fest, University of
Maine, Orono, Maine.
Controlled Access Headings:
• Dickens, Hazel, 1925-2011
• Rucker, Sparky
• Hickerson, Joseph C. (Joseph Charles), 1935-
Photograph
NA 2596
NA 2596, photograph, p01247, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01247
Abstract: Woman with guitar, Hazel Dickins, Folksongs in
February Fest, University of Maine, Orono, Maine.
Controlled Access Headings:
• Dickens, Hazel, 1925-2011
Photograph
NA 2596
NA 2596, photograph, p01248, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01248
Abstract: Woman with guitar, Hazel Dickins, Folksongs in
February Fest, University of Maine, Orono, Maine.
Controlled Access Headings:
• Dickens, Hazel, 1925-2011
Photograph
NA 2596
NA 2596, photograph, p01249, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01249
Abstract: Black man with guitar, Sparky Rucker, Folksongs
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Controlled Access Headings:
• Rucker, Sparky
NA 2596, photograph, p01250, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01250
Abstract: Black man with guitar, Sparky Rucker, Folksongs





NA 2596, photograph, p01251, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01251
Abstract: Woman with guitar, Hazel Dickins, Folksongs in
February Fest, University of Maine, Orono, Maine.
Controlled Access Headings:
• Dickens, Hazel, 1925-2011
Photograph
NA 2596
NA 2596, photograph, p01252, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01252
Abstract: Woman with guitar, Hazel Dickins, Folksongs in
February Fest, University of Maine, Orono, Maine.
Controlled Access Headings:
• Dickens, Hazel, 1925-2011
Photograph
NA 2596
NA 2596, photograph, p01253, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01253
Abstract: Woman with guitar, Hazel Dickins, Folksongs in
February Fest, University of Maine, Orono, Maine.
Controlled Access Headings:
• Dickens, Hazel, 1925-2011
Photograph
NA 2596
NA 2596, photograph, p01254, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
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Abstract: Two men seated, Norman Kennedy and Sean
Corcoran, Folksongs in February Fest, University of
Maine, Orono, Maine.
Controlled Access Headings:
• Kennedy, Norman, 1934-
• Corcoran, Seán, 1946-2021
NA 2596, photograph, p01255, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01255
Abstract: Two men seated, Norman Kennedy and Sean
Corcoran, Folksongs in February Fest, University of
Maine, Orono, Maine.
Controlled Access Headings:
• Kennedy, Norman, 1934-
• Corcoran, Seán, 1946-2021
Photograph
NA 2596
NA 2596, photograph, p01256, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01256
Abstract: Workshop audience, Folksongs in February Fest,
University of Maine, Orono, Maine.
Photograph
NA 2596
NA 2596, photograph, p01257, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01257
Abstract: Workshop audience, Folksongs in February Fest,
University of Maine, Orono, Maine.
Photograph
NA 2596
NA 2596, photograph, p01258, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01258
Abstract: Workshop audience, Folksongs in February Fest,
University of Maine, Orono, Maine.
Photograph
NA 2596
NA 2596, photograph, p01259, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01259
Abstract: Workshop audience, Folksongs in February Fest,
University of Maine, Orono, Maine.
Photograph
NA 2596
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Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01260
Abstract: Workshop audience, Folksongs in February Fest,
University of Maine, Orono, Maine.
NA 2596, photograph, p01261, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01261
Abstract: Workshop audience, Folksongs in February Fest,
University of Maine, Orono, Maine.
Photograph
NA 2596
NA 2596, photograph, p01262, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01262
Abstract: Gordon Bok and Edward D. "Sandy" Ives,




• Ives, Edward D.
Photograph
NA 2596
NA 2596, photograph, p01263, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01263
Abstract: David Ingraham and Edward D. "Sandy" Ives,




• Ives, Edward D.
Photograph
NA 2596
NA 2596, photograph, p01264, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01264
Abstract: Two men, David Ingraham and Edward D.




• Ives, Edward D.
Photograph
NA 2596
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Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01265
Abstract: Two men, David Ingraham and Edward D.




• Ives, Edward D.
NA 2596, photograph, p01266, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01266
Abstract: Man with cowboy hat and guitar, Slim Clark,
Folksongs in February Fest, University of Maine, Orono,
Maine.
Controlled Access Headings:




NA 2596, photograph, p01267, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01267
Abstract: Charlie Nevells and Edward D. "Sandy" Ives,




• Ives, Edward D.
Photograph
NA 2596
NA 2596, photograph, p01268, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01268
Abstract: Two men, Charlie Nevells and Edward D.




• Ives, Edward D.
Photograph
NA 2596
NA 2596, photograph, p01269, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
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Abstract: Two men, Charlie Nevells and Edward D.




• Ives, Edward D.
NA 2596, photograph, p01270, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01270
Abstract: Two men, Charlie Nevells and Edward D.




• Ives, Edward D.
Photograph
NA 2596
NA 2596, photograph, p01271, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01271
Abstract: Man and woman, Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Nevells,






NA 2596, photograph, p01272, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01272
Abstract: Man and woman, Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Nevells,






NA 2596, photograph, p01273, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01273
Abstract: Man and woman, Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Nevells,
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• Nevells, Charles
NA 2596, photograph, p01274, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01274
Abstract: Man and woman, Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Nevells,






NA 2596, photograph, p01275, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01275
Abstract: Man and woman, Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Nevells,






NA 2596, photograph, p01276, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01276
Abstract: Workshop audience, Folksongs in February Fest,
University of Maine, Orono, Maine.
Photograph
NA 2596
NA 2596, photograph, p01277, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01277
Abstract: Workshop audience, Folksongs in February Fest,
University of Maine, Orono, Maine.
Photograph
NA 2596
NA 2596, photograph, p01278, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01278
Abstract: Workshop audience, Folksongs in February Fest,
University of Maine, Orono, Maine.
Photograph
NA 2596
NA 2596, photograph, p01279, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
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Abstract: Workshop performers and audience, Slim Clark,
Folksongs in February Fest, University of Maine, Orono,
Maine.
Controlled Access Headings:
• Clark, Slim, Yodelin' (Clark, Raymond LeRoy),
1917-2000
NA 2596, photograph, p01280, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01280
Abstract: Workshop performers and audience, Slim Clark,
Folksongs in February Fest, University of Maine, Orono,
Maine.
Controlled Access Headings:




NA 2596, photograph, p01281, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01281
Abstract: Workshop performers and audience, Slim Clark,
Folksongs in February Fest, University of Maine, Orono,
Maine.
Controlled Access Headings:




NA 2596, photograph, p01282, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01282
Abstract: Workshop performers and audience, Slim Clark,
Folksongs in February Fest, University of Maine, Orono,
Maine.
Controlled Access Headings:




NA 2596, photograph, p01283, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01283
Abstract: Workshop performers and audience, Slim Clark,
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Controlled Access Headings:
• Clark, Slim, Yodelin' (Clark, Raymond LeRoy),
1917-2000
NA 2596, photograph, p01284, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01284
Abstract: Workshop performers and audience, Slim Clark,
Folksongs in February Fest, University of Maine, Orono,
Maine.
Controlled Access Headings:




NA 2596, photograph, p01285, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01285
Abstract: Workshop performers and audience. Kendall
Morse, Sandy Ives & Lisa Null, Folksongs in February Fest,
University of Maine, Orono, Maine.
Controlled Access Headings:
• Morse, Kendall E., 1934-2021




NA 2596, photograph, p01286, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01286
Abstract: Workshop performers and audience. Kendall
Morse, Sandy Ives & Lisa Null, Folksongs in February Fest,
University of Maine, Orono, Maine.
Controlled Access Headings:
• Morse, Kendall E., 1934-2021




NA 2596, photograph, p01287, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01287
Abstract: Workshop performers and audience. Sparky
Rucker and others, Folksongs in February Fest, University
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• Rucker, Sparky
NA 2596, photograph, p01288, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01288
Abstract: Workshop performers and audience. Sparky
Rucker and others, Folksongs in February Fest, University





NA 2596, photograph, p01289, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01289
Abstract: Workshop performers and audience. Sparky
Rucker and others, Folksongs in February Fest, University





NA 2596, photograph, p01290, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01290
Abstract: Workshop performers and audience. Sparky
Rucker and others, Folksongs in February Fest, University





NA 2596, photograph, p01291, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01291
Abstract: Workshop performers and audience. Sparky
Rucker and others, Folksongs in February Fest, University





NA 2596, photograph, p01292, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
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Abstract: Workshop performers and audience. Sparky
Rucker and others, Folksongs in February Fest, University
of Maine, Orono, Maine.
Controlled Access Headings:
• Rucker, Sparky
NA 2596, photograph, p01293, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01293
Abstract: Workshop performers and audience. Sparky
Rucker and others, Folksongs in February Fest, University





NA 2596, photograph, p01294, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01294
Abstract: Workshop performers and audience. Sparky
Rucker and others, Folksongs in February Fest, University





NA 2596, photograph, p01295, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01295
Abstract: Workshop performers and audience. Sparky
Rucker and others, Folksongs in February Fest, University





NA 2596, photograph, p01296, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01296
Abstract: Workshop performers and audience. Sparky
Rucker and others, Folksongs in February Fest, University
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• Rucker, Sparky
NA 2596, photograph, p01297, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01297
Abstract: Workshop performers and audience. Sparky
Rucker and others, Folksongs in February Fest, University





NA 2596, photograph, p01298, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01298
Abstract: Workshop performers and audience. Sparky
Rucker and others, Folksongs in February Fest, University





NA 2596, photograph, p01299, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01299
Abstract: Workshop performers and audience. Sparky
Rucker and others, Folksongs in February Fest, University





NA 2596, photograph, p01300, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01300
Abstract: Workshop performers and audience. Sparky
Rucker and others, Folksongs in February Fest, University





NA 2596, photograph, p01301, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
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Abstract: Workshop performers and audience. Sparky
Rucker and others, Folksongs in February Fest, University
of Maine, Orono, Maine.
Controlled Access Headings:
• Rucker, Sparky
NA 2596, photograph, p01302, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01302
Abstract: Workshop performers and audience. Sparky
Rucker and others, Folksongs in February Fest, University





NA 2596, photograph, p01303, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01303
Abstract: Workshop performers and audience. Gordon






NA 2596, photograph, p01304, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01304
Abstract: Workshop performers and audience. Gordon






NA 2596, photograph, p01305, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01305
Abstract: Workshop performers and audience. Gordon
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• Bok, Gordon
NA 2596, photograph, p01306, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01306
Abstract: Workshop performers and audience. Gordon






NA 2596, photograph, p01307, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01307
Abstract: Workshop performers and audience. Gordon






NA 2596, photograph, p01308, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01308
Abstract: Workshop performers and audience. Gordon






NA 2596, photograph, p01309, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01309
Abstract: Workshop performers and audience. Gordon






NA 2596, photograph, p01310, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
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Abstract: Workshop performers and audience. Larry
Kaplan, Folksongs in February Fest, University of Maine,
Orono, Maine.
Controlled Access Headings:
• Kaplan, Larry, (Folk singer)
NA 2596, photograph, p01311, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01311
Abstract: Workshop performers and audience. Larry
Kaplan, Folksongs in February Fest, University of Maine,
Orono, Maine.
Controlled Access Headings:
• Kaplan, Larry, (Folk singer)
Photograph
NA 2596
NA 2596, photograph, p01312, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01312
Abstract: Workshop performers and audience. Larry
Kaplan, Folksongs in February Fest, University of Maine,
Orono, Maine.
Controlled Access Headings:
• Kaplan, Larry, (Folk singer)
Photograph
NA 2596
NA 2596, photograph, p01313, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01313
Abstract: Workshop performers and audience. Slim Clark,
Folksongs in February Fest, University of Maine, Orono,
Maine.
Controlled Access Headings:




NA 2596, photograph, p01314, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01314
Abstract: Workshop performers and audience. Slim Clark,
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• Clark, Slim, Yodelin' (Clark, Raymond LeRoy),
1917-2000
NA 2596, photograph, p01315, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01315
Abstract: Workshop performers and audience. Slim Clark,
Folksongs in February Fest, University of Maine, Orono,
Maine.
Controlled Access Headings:




NA 2596, photograph, p01316, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01316
Abstract: Workshop performers and audience. Slim Clark,
Folksongs in February Fest, University of Maine, Orono,
Maine.
Controlled Access Headings:




NA 2596, photograph, p01317, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01317
Abstract: Workshop performers and audience. Slim Clark,
Folksongs in February Fest, University of Maine, Orono,
Maine.
Controlled Access Headings:




NA 2596, photograph, p01318, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01318
Abstract: Workshop performers and audience. Slim Clark,
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• Clark, Slim, Yodelin' (Clark, Raymond LeRoy),
1917-2000
NA 2596, photograph, p01319, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01319
Abstract: Workshop performers and audience. David






NA 2596, photograph, p01320, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01320
Abstract: Workshop performers and audience. David






NA 2596, photograph, p01321, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01321
Abstract: Workshop performers and audience. David






NA 2596, photograph, p01322, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01322
Abstract: Workshop performers and audience. David






NA 2596, photograph, p01323, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
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Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01323
Abstract: Workshop performers and audience. David




NA 2596, photograph, p01324, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01324
Abstract: Saturday night performance, Caroline and Sandy
Paton, Hazel Dickens, Tim Woodbridge, Joe Hickerson,
Gordon Bok, Sean Corcoran, Lisa Null, Edward D. Ives.




NA 2596, photograph, p01325, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01325
Abstract: Saturday night performance, Caroline and Sandy
Paton, Hazel Dickens, Tim Woodbridge, Joe Hickerson,
Gordon Bok, Sean Corcoran, Lisa Null, Edward D. Ives.




NA 2596, photograph, p01326, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01326
Abstract: Saturday night performance, Caroline and Sandy
Paton, Hazel Dickens, Tim Woodbridge, Joe Hickerson,
Gordon Bok, Sean Corcoran, Lisa Null, Edward D. Ives.




NA 2596, photograph, p01327, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01327
Abstract: Saturday night performance, Caroline and Sandy
Paton, Hazel Dickens, Tim Woodbridge, Joe Hickerson,
Gordon Bok, Sean Corcoran, Lisa Null, Edward D. Ives.
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Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01328
Abstract: Saturday night performance, Caroline and Sandy
Paton, Hazel Dickens, Tim Woodbridge, Joe Hickerson,
Gordon Bok, Sean Corcoran, Lisa Null, Edward D. Ives.
Folksongs in February Fest, University of Maine, Orono,
Maine, 1977.
NA 2596, photograph, p01329, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01329
Abstract: Saturday night performance, Caroline and Sandy
Paton, Hazel Dickens, Tim Woodbridge, Joe Hickerson,
Gordon Bok, Sean Corcoran, Lisa Null, Edward D. Ives.




NA 2596, photograph, p01330, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01330
Abstract: Saturday night performance, Caroline and Sandy
Paton, Hazel Dickens, Tim Woodbridge, Joe Hickerson,
Gordon Bok, Sean Corcoran, Lisa Null, Edward D. Ives.




NA 2596, photograph, p01331, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01331
Abstract: Saturday night performance, Caroline and Sandy
Paton, Hazel Dickens, Tim Woodbridge, Joe Hickerson,
Gordon Bok, Sean Corcoran, Lisa Null, Edward D. Ives.




NA 2596, photograph, p01332, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01332
Abstract: Saturday night performance, Caroline and Sandy
Paton, Hazel Dickens, Tim Woodbridge, Joe Hickerson,
Gordon Bok, Sean Corcoran, Lisa Null, Edward D. Ives.









Folksongs in February Collection
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01333
Abstract: Saturday night performance, Caroline and Sandy
Paton, Hazel Dickens, Tim Woodbridge, Joe Hickerson,
Gordon Bok, Sean Corcoran, Lisa Null, Edward D. Ives.
Folksongs in February Fest, University of Maine, Orono,
Maine, 1977.
NA 2596, photograph, p01334, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01334
Abstract: Saturday night performance, Caroline and Sandy
Paton, Hazel Dickens, Tim Woodbridge, Joe Hickerson,
Gordon Bok, Sean Corcoran, Lisa Null, Edward D. Ives.




NA 2596, photograph, p01335, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01335
Abstract: Saturday night performance, Caroline and Sandy
Paton, Hazel Dickens, Tim Woodbridge, Joe Hickerson,
Gordon Bok, Sean Corcoran, Lisa Null, Edward D. Ives.




NA 2596, photograph, p01336, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01336
Abstract: Saturday night performance, Caroline and Sandy
Paton, Hazel Dickens, Tim Woodbridge, Joe Hickerson,
Gordon Bok, Sean Corcoran, Lisa Null, Edward D. Ives.




NA 2596, photograph, p01337, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01337
Abstract: Saturday night performance, Caroline and Sandy
Paton, Hazel Dickens, Tim Woodbridge, Joe Hickerson,
Gordon Bok, Sean Corcoran, Lisa Null, Edward D. Ives.









Folksongs in February Collection
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01338
Abstract: Saturday night performance, Caroline and Sandy
Paton, Hazel Dickens, Tim Woodbridge, Joe Hickerson,
Gordon Bok, Sean Corcoran, Lisa Null, Edward D. Ives.
Folksongs in February Fest, University of Maine, Orono,
Maine, 1977.
NA 2596, photograph, p01339, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01339
Abstract: Saturday night performance, Caroline and Sandy
Paton, Hazel Dickens, Tim Woodbridge, Joe Hickerson,
Gordon Bok, Sean Corcoran, Lisa Null, Edward D. Ives.




NA 2596, photograph, p01340, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01340
Abstract: Saturday night performance, Caroline and Sandy
Paton, Hazel Dickens, Tim Woodbridge, Joe Hickerson,
Gordon Bok, Sean Corcoran, Lisa Null, Edward D. Ives.




NA 2596, photograph, p01341, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01341
Abstract: Saturday night performance, Caroline and Sandy
Paton, Hazel Dickens, Tim Woodbridge, Joe Hickerson,
Gordon Bok, Sean Corcoran, Lisa Null, Edward D. Ives.




NA 2596, photograph, p01342, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01342
Abstract: Saturday night performance, Caroline and Sandy
Paton, Hazel Dickens, Tim Woodbridge, Joe Hickerson,
Gordon Bok, Sean Corcoran, Lisa Null, Edward D. Ives.









Folksongs in February Collection
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01343
Abstract: Saturday night performance, Caroline and Sandy
Paton, Hazel Dickens, Tim Woodbridge, Joe Hickerson,
Gordon Bok, Sean Corcoran, Lisa Null, Edward D. Ives.
Folksongs in February Fest, University of Maine, Orono,
Maine, 1977.
NA 2596, photograph, p01344, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01344
Abstract: Saturday night performance, Caroline and Sandy
Paton, Hazel Dickens, Tim Woodbridge, Joe Hickerson,
Gordon Bok, Sean Corcoran, Lisa Null, Edward D. Ives.




NA 2596, photograph, p01345, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01345
Abstract: Saturday night performance, Caroline and Sandy
Paton, Hazel Dickens, Tim Woodbridge, Joe Hickerson,
Gordon Bok, Sean Corcoran, Lisa Null, Edward D. Ives.




NA 2596, photograph, p01346, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01346
Abstract: Saturday night performance, Caroline and Sandy
Paton, Hazel Dickens, Tim Woodbridge, Joe Hickerson,
Gordon Bok, Sean Corcoran, Lisa Null, Edward D. Ives.




NA 2596, photograph, p01347, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01347
Abstract: Saturday night performance, Caroline and Sandy
Paton, Hazel Dickens, Tim Woodbridge, Joe Hickerson,
Gordon Bok, Sean Corcoran, Lisa Null, Edward D. Ives.









Folksongs in February Collection
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01348
Abstract: Saturday night performance. Hazel Dickens and
Tim Woodbridge. Folksongs in February Fest, University
of Maine, Orono, Maine, 1977.
Controlled Access Headings:
• Dickens, Hazel, 1925-2011
• Woodbridge, Tim
NA 2596, photograph, p01349, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01349
Abstract: Saturday night performance. Tim Woodbridge.






NA 2596, photograph, p01350, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01350
Abstract: Saturday night performance. Tim Woodbridge.






NA 2596, photograph, p01351, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01351
Abstract: Saturday night performance. Hazel Dickens.
Folksongs in February Fest, University of Maine, Orono,
Maine, 1977.
Controlled Access Headings:
• Dickens, Hazel, 1925-2011
Photograph
NA 2596
NA 2596, photograph, p01352, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01352
Abstract: Saturday night performance. Hazel Dickens.
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Controlled Access Headings:
• Dickens, Hazel, 1925-2011
NA 2596, photograph, p01353, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01353
Abstract: Saturday night performance. Hazel Dickens.
Folksongs in February Fest, University of Maine, Orono,
Maine, 1977.
Controlled Access Headings:
• Dickens, Hazel, 1925-2011
Photograph
NA 2596
NA 2596, photograph, p01354, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01354
Abstract: Saturday night performance. Hazel Dickens.
Folksongs in February Fest, University of Maine, Orono,
Maine, 1977.
Controlled Access Headings:
• Dickens, Hazel, 1925-2011
Photograph
NA 2596
NA 2596, photograph, p01355, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01355
Abstract: Saturday night performance. Hazel Dickens.
Folksongs in February Fest, University of Maine, Orono,
Maine, 1977.
Controlled Access Headings:
• Dickens, Hazel, 1925-2011
Photograph
NA 2596
NA 2596, photograph, p01356, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01356
Abstract: Saturday night performance. Joe Hickerson.
Folksongs in February Fest, University of Maine, Orono,
Maine, 1977.
Controlled Access Headings:
• Hickerson, Joseph C. (Joseph Charles), 1935-
Photograph
NA 2596
NA 2596, photograph, p01357, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977




Folksongs in February Collection
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01357
Abstract: Saturday night performance. Joe Hickerson.
Folksongs in February Fest, University of Maine, Orono,
Maine, 1977.
Controlled Access Headings:
• Hickerson, Joseph C. (Joseph Charles), 1935-
NA 2596, photograph, p01358, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01358
Abstract: Saturday night performance. Joe Hickerson.
Folksongs in February Fest, University of Maine, Orono,
Maine, 1977.
Controlled Access Headings:
• Hickerson, Joseph C. (Joseph Charles), 1935-
Photograph
NA 2596
NA 2596, photograph, p01359, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01359
Abstract: Saturday night performance. Joe Hickerson.
Folksongs in February Fest, University of Maine, Orono,
Maine, 1977.
Controlled Access Headings:
• Hickerson, Joseph C. (Joseph Charles), 1935-
Photograph
NA 2596
NA 2596, photograph, p01360, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01360
Abstract: Saturday night performance. Joe Hickerson.
Folksongs in February Fest, University of Maine, Orono,
Maine, 1977.
Controlled Access Headings:
• Hickerson, Joseph C. (Joseph Charles), 1935-
Photograph
NA 2596
NA 2596, photograph, p01361, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01361
Controlled Access Headings:
• Hickerson, Joseph C. (Joseph Charles), 1935-
Photograph
NA 2596





Folksongs in February Collection
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01362
Abstract: Saturday night performance. Joe Hickerson.
Folksongs in February Fest, University of Maine, Orono,
Maine, 1977.
Controlled Access Headings:
• Hickerson, Joseph C. (Joseph Charles), 1935-
NA 2596, photograph, p01363, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01363
Abstract: Saturday night performance. Joe Hickerson.
Folksongs in February Fest, University of Maine, Orono,
Maine, 1977.
Controlled Access Headings:
• Hickerson, Joseph C. (Joseph Charles), 1935-
Photograph
NA 2596
NA 2596, photograph, p01364, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01364
Abstract: Saturday night performance. Joe Hickerson.
Folksongs in February Fest, University of Maine, Orono,
Maine, 1977.
Controlled Access Headings:
• Hickerson, Joseph C. (Joseph Charles), 1935-
Photograph
NA 2596
NA 2596, photograph, p01365, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01365
Abstract: Saturday night performance. Gordon Bok.






NA 2596, photograph, p01366, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01366
Abstract: Saturday night performance. Gordon Bok.





Folksongs in February Collection
Controlled Access Headings:
• Bok, Gordon
NA 2596, photograph, p01367, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01367
Abstract: Saturday night performance. Gordon Bok.






NA 2596, photograph, p01368, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01368
Abstract: Saturday night performance. Gordon Bok.






NA 2596, photograph, p01369, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01369
Abstract: Saturday night performance. Gordon Bok.






NA 2596, photograph, p01370, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01370
Abstract: Saturday night performance. Gordon Bok.






NA 2596, photograph, p01371, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
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Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01371
Abstract: Saturday night performance. Gordon Bok.




NA 2596, photograph, p01372, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01372
Abstract: Saturday night performance. Gordon Bok.






NA 2596, photograph, p01373, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01373
Abstract: Saturday night performance. Gordon Bok.






NA 2596, photograph, p01374, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01374
Abstract: Saturday night performance. Gordon Bok.






NA 2596, photograph, p01375, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01375
Abstract: Saturday night performance. Seán Corcoran.
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• Corcoran, Seán, 1946-2021
NA 2596, photograph, p01376, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01376
Abstract: Saturday night performance. Seán Corcoran.
Folksongs in February Fest, University of Maine, Orono,
Maine, 1977.
Controlled Access Headings:
• Corcoran, Seán, 1946-2021
Photograph
NA 2596
NA 2596, photograph, p01377, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01377
Abstract: Saturday night performance. Seán Corcoran.
Folksongs in February Fest, University of Maine, Orono,
Maine, 1977.
Controlled Access Headings:
• Corcoran, Seán, 1946-2021
Photograph
NA 2596
NA 2596, photograph, p01378, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01378
Abstract: Saturday night performance. Seán Corcoran.
Folksongs in February Fest, University of Maine, Orono,
Maine, 1977.
Controlled Access Headings:
• Corcoran, Seán, 1946-2021
Photograph
NA 2596
NA 2596, photograph, p01379, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01379
Abstract: Saturday night performance. Seán Corcoran.
Folksongs in February Fest, University of Maine, Orono,
Maine, 1977.
Controlled Access Headings:
• Corcoran, Seán, 1946-2021
Photograph
NA 2596
NA 2596, photograph, p01380, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
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Abstract: Saturday night performance. Lisa Null.




NA 2596, photograph, p01381, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01381
Abstract: Saturday night performance. Lisa Null.






NA 2596, photograph, p01382, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01382
Abstract: Saturday night performance. Lisa Null.






NA 2596, photograph, p01383, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01383
Abstract: Saturday night performance. Lisa Null.






NA 2596, photograph, p01384, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01384
Abstract: Saturday night performance. Lisa Null.






Folksongs in February Collection
• Null, Lisa
NA 2596, photograph, p01385, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01385
Abstract: Saturday night performance. Lisa Null.






NA 2596, photograph, p01386, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01386
Abstract: Saturday night performance. Lisa Null.






NA 2596, photograph, p01387, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01387
Abstract: Saturday night performance. Edward D. "Sandy"
Ives. Folksongs in February Fest, University of Maine,
Orono, Maine, 1977.
Controlled Access Headings:
• Ives, Edward D.
Photograph
NA 2596
NA 2596, photograph, p01388, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01388
Abstract: Saturday night performance. Edward D. "Sandy"
Ives. Folksongs in February Fest, University of Maine,
Orono, Maine, 1977.
Controlled Access Headings:
• Ives, Edward D.
Photograph
NA 2596
NA 2596, photograph, p01389, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 




Folksongs in February Collection
Abstract: Saturday night performance. Edward D. "Sandy"
Ives. Folksongs in February Fest, University of Maine,
Orono, Maine, 1977.
Controlled Access Headings:
• Ives, Edward D.
NA 2596, photograph, p01390, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01390
Abstract: Saturday night performance. Edward D. "Sandy"
Ives. Folksongs in February Fest, University of Maine,
Orono, Maine, 1977.
Controlled Access Headings:
• Ives, Edward D.
Photograph
NA 2596
NA 2596, photograph, p01391, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01391
Abstract: Saturday night performance. Edward D. "Sandy"
Ives. Folksongs in February Fest, University of Maine,
Orono, Maine, 1977.
Controlled Access Headings:
• Ives, Edward D.
Photograph
NA 2596
NA 2596, photograph, p01392, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01392
Abstract: Saturday night performance. Edward D. "Sandy"
Ives. Folksongs in February Fest, University of Maine,
Orono, Maine, 1977.
Controlled Access Headings:
• Ives, Edward D.
Photograph
NA 2596
NA 2596, photograph, p01393, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01393
Abstract: Saturday night performance. Edward D. "Sandy"
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• Ives, Edward D.
NA 2596, photograph, p01394, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01394
Abstract: Saturday night performance. Edward D. "Sandy"
Ives. Folksongs in February Fest, University of Maine,
Orono, Maine, 1977.
Controlled Access Headings:
• Ives, Edward D.
Photograph
NA 2596
NA 2596, photograph, p01395, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01395
Abstract: Saturday night performance. Caroline and Sandy
Paton, Hazel Dickens, Tim Woodbridge, Joe Hickerson,
Gordon Bok, Seán Corcoran, Lisa Null, Edward D. Ives.




NA 2596, photograph, p01396, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01396
Abstract: Saturday night performance. Caroline and Sandy
Paton, Hazel Dickens, Tim Woodbridge, Joe Hickerson,
Gordon Bok, Seán Corcoran, Lisa Null, Edward D. Ives.




NA 2596, photograph, p01397, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01397
Abstract: Saturday night performance. Caroline and Sandy
Paton, Hazel Dickens, Tim Woodbridge, Joe Hickerson,
Gordon Bok, Seán Corcoran, Lisa Null, Edward D. Ives.




NA 2596, photograph, p01398, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01398
Abstract: Saturday night performance. Caroline and Sandy
Paton, Hazel Dickens, Tim Woodbridge, Joe Hickerson,
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Folksongs in February Fest, University of Maine, Orono,
Maine, 1977.
NA 2596, photograph, p01399, February 11, 1977-February
12, 1977
Physical Description: 1 item 
Digital Object: NA 2596, photograph, p01399
Abstract: Saturday night performance. Caroline and Sandy
Paton, Hazel Dickens, Tim Woodbridge, Joe Hickerson,
Gordon Bok, Seán Corcoran, Lisa Null, Edward D. Ives.
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